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1. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY
Let C be a Grothendieck category, M be an object of C , and S s
 .End M , the endomorphism ring of M. When M is a generator of C ,C
then we have, according to the Gabriel]Popescu theorem, that C is
 wequivalent to a certain quotient category of Mod-S see, e.g., 3, Theorem
x.X.4.1 . If M is arbitrary, then one may consider the hereditary torsion
 .theory T, F of C , with the torsionfree class F consisting of all M-dis-
w x w xtinguished objects in the sense of 2 , and it is shown in 1, Theorem 1.7
that there is again an equivalence between the quotient category C of CM
 .with respect to T, F , and a quotient category of Mod-S, provided only
w x that C be locally finitely generated. In his review of 1 , T. Kato MR 91b:
.16009, 1991 conjectured that this last result holds even without the
condition that C be locally finitely generated. The purpose of this note is
to prove that the conjecture of Kato is true, thus extending both Theorem
w x1.7 of 1 and the Gabriel]Popescu theorem. To this end, let us first fix
some additional notation.
w xContrary to the use in 1 , we will now write multiplication in S as a
composition of morphisms. Let us denote by F the set of right ideals I of
w xS such that MrIM is a T-torsion object. Recall from 1, Theorem 1.6 that
 w x.if F is a Gabriel filter of right ideals of S see, 3, VI.5 , then C isM
 .equivalent to the quotient category Mod- S, F .
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 .If L is any object of C , let G : Hom M, L and denote by q :C a
M ª M G. the canonical inclusion for each a g G. We shall write w :G
M G. ª L for the unique morphism such that w ( q s a, for all a g G.G a
Note that, using this notation, a right ideal I of S belongs to F if and only
if the morphism w has a torsion cokernel.I
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We have to prove some preliminary lemmas.
 .LEMMA 1. Let N be an S-submodule of Hom M, L and let G be aC
family of subsets G of N such that D G s N. Then  Im w sG g G G g G G
Im w .N
Proof. For any a in N or in some G g G, let us denote the canonical
inclusions by j : M ª M N . or by q : M ª M G., respectively. Also, fora a
any G g G, there is a unique morphism j : M G. ª M N . such that for allG
a g G, one has j ( q s j . Thus, for any such G and any a g G, we haveG a a
w ( q s a s w ( j s w ( j ( q , from which it follows that w sG a N a N G a G
w ( j . Call C to the coproduct C s [ M G. and complete ourN G G g G
conventions by defining w : C ª M and j: C ª M N . so that one has
w s w (u and j s j(u , where the u : M G. ª C are the canonicalG G G G G
inclusions. By standard arguments, one can then see that j is an epimor-
phism and that w s w ( j. It follows immediately that  Im w sN G g G G
Im w s Im w .N
 .LEMMA 2. Let N be an S-submodule of Hom M, L and f gC
 .  .Hom M, L . For any element s g S, one has that s g N : f if and only ifC
there exists a finite subset F of N such that if we consider the pullback diagram
6
Z MF a
6
fb
6
F . 6 LM wF
then s can be factored through a .
 .Proof. ``Only if'' part. Let s g N : f , so that f ( s s a g N. Take then
 4 F .F s a and consider the above pullback diagram with M s M and
w s a. Since f ( s s a(1 , we may find some d : M ª Z such thatF M a
a (d s s.
``If'' part. Let us assume that there is a diagram as in the statement of
the lemma and a morphism d : M ª Z such that a (d s s. ThenF
w ( b (d s f ( a (d s f ( s. If we denote by p : M F . ª M and by q :F a a
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M ª M F . the canonical projections and injections, respectively, for a g F,
 .then one has f ( s s w (  q ( p ( b (d s  w ( q ( p ( b (dF ag F a a ag F F a a
 .s  a( p ( b (d . But each p ( b (d is an element of S, so that weag F a a
 .deduce that f ( s g N and hence s g N : f .
 .LEMMA 3. Let N be an S-submodule of Hom M, L and f gC
 .  .Hom M, L . Let us put I [ N : f . Then the cokernel of the inclusionC
y1 .Im w ª f Im w is a T-torsion object.I N
Proof. Let S be the family of all the finite subsets of N. Since
N s D F, we may use Lemma 1 to see that Im w s  Im w .F g S N F g S F
 4On the other hand, we can consider the family Im w , which is aF F g S
w xdirected family of subobjects of L. By 3, Proposition V.1.1 , we have
f y1 Im w s f y1  Im w s  f y1 Im w .  .  .N F g S F F g S F
Thus, we have to prove that the cokernel of the inclusion Im w ªI
y1 . f Im w is a T-torsion object. Let us consider, for each F g S ,F g S F
the same pullback square of the statement of Lemma 2, and write
 .  < 4G F [ s g S s can be factored through a . From Lemma 2, we know
 .that I s D G F , and from Lemma 1, we have that Im w sF g S I
y1 . Im w . We now claim that the inclusion Im w ª f Im wF g S GF . GF . F
has T-torsion cokernel for any set F. It follows from the claim and the
y1 .previous arguments that the original inclusion Im w ª  f Im wI F g S F
has also T-torsion cokernel, since the torsion class T is closed under direct
sums and quotient objects.
 .So, we next prove the claim. For each s g G F , we may obviously write
 .  . GF ..s s a (h s , with h s : M ª Z . These morphisms induce h: M ªF
 .Z , such that h( q s h s . Let us also put X [ Im w : L and decom-F s F F
pose a as an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism, so that a s g (z .
This results in a commutative diagram
hGF .. 6M YF
6
h
6 z gy16 6 .Z f X MF F
66
6
fb
wFF . 6 6M X LF
where Y s Im w and both squares at the bottom are pullbacks. So,F GF .
y1 .our claim is that the cokernel of the inclusion Y ª f X is T-torsion.F F
y1 .But suppose we had a morphism j : f X ª N, where N is T-F
torsionfree, i.e., M-distinguished, and such that j annihilates on Y , soF
that j (m s 0. If j / 0, then j (z / 0, as z is an epimorphism. The fact
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that N is M-distinguished implies then the existence of a morphism g :
M ª Z such that j (z ( g / 0. But then g (z ( g s a ( g belongs toF
 .  .G F , so that a ( g s a (h s for some s, from which it follows that
 .z ( g s z (h s s z (h ( q . Therefore j (z (h ( q / 0 and hences s
j (z (h s j (m( h / 0, which is a contradiction because j (m s 0. This
proves the claim and the lemma.
PROPOSITION 1. F is a right Gabriel topology of the ring S.
w x  .Proof. By 3, Lemma VI.6.2 it will suffice to prove conditions T3 and
 .T4 .
 .T3 Suppose I g F, so that MrIm w is T-torsion. Take s g S, and putI
 . y1 .J [ I : s . By Lemma 3, s Im w rIm w is T-torsion. Thus, we haveI J
the commutative diagram
y1 6 .s Im w MI
6
s
6 6
MIm wI
The arrow of the bottom row has torsion cokernel, as stated before.
Consequently, the arrow of the top row has torsion cokernel, because the
torsion class is closed for subobjects. But we may deduce from this and
from the fact that the torsion class is closed under extensions that
MrIm w is also T-torsion. By definition, we have J g F, as we had toJ
show.
 .T4 Now, we suppose that I, J are right ideals of S, that J g F, and
 .that for any s g J, one has that I : s belongs to F again. We have to infer
that I g F. So, we need to show that, if U s Im w , then MrU isI
T-torsion.
Let us set V [ Im w , so that we know that MrV is T-torsion. FinallyJ
for each s g J, we put W [ Im w and we know that MrW is alsos  I : s. s
 .T-torsion. It follows from this notation that s W : U. Since obviouslys
y1 . y1 .W : s U , we deduce that for any such s, Mrs U is T-torsion.s
y1 .Moreover, by Lemma 3, s U rW is a torsion object. Now, each s givess
 .an epimorphism from M onto s M and it is easy to see that, inasmuch as
y1 .  .  y1 ..Mrs U is T-torsion, s M rs s U is also T-torsion for each s g J.
Since the torsion class is closed under direct sums and quotients, it fol-
 y1 ..lows that another inclusion with torsion cokernel is  s s U ªsg J
 . s M . The second sum is nothing else than V. On the other hand, forsg J
 .  y1 ..similar reasons we have that the inclusion  s W ª  s s Usg J s sg J
has torsion cokernel. But the first sum is contained in U, so that we may
deduce that VrU is indeed a T-torsion object. Since MrV is torsion, it
follows that MrU is torsion, and hence I g F.
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We have thus obtained the following result, conjectured by Kato.
THEOREM 1. If C is any Grothendieck category, M is an object of C ,
 .and S is the endomorphism ring of M, then the functor Hom M, ] from CC
to Mod-S establishes an equi¨ alence between C and the quotient categoryM
 .Mod- S, F .
wProof. It is a consequence of the above Proposition and 1, Theorem
x1.6 .
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